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02/23/2021 10:11 Oppose

As a resident in River District, we enjoy living in this neighborhood. We all understand this neighborhood is in 
developing and many construction projects are going on and will last many years. However, as many 
construction vehicles are coming and going across our neighborhood, they really cause many concerns to us 
including safety and environmental problems. I am trying to raise this issue and hope WesGroup could listen 
to our voice and do something to solve the problems caused by the construction trucks to improve our living 
environment in River District. Too many big concrete mix trucks enter from Kinross Street and pass E Kent Ave 
North to the construction site . E Kent Ave North is closed to all traffic but those trucks still use this shortcut 
between Kinross and Jack Uppal St every day. Those concrete mix trucks always raise great amount of dust 
and dirt when passing, these dust is always brought to buildings on west side of Kinross. Such air pullution 
caused by construction make us unhappy because we have to clean our furnitures and floors very often if we 
open windows. In such hot days, it becomes our nightmare if we close windows to block dust. Please kindly 
arrange some more street vacuum and wash in our neighborhood especially the routes around the Public 
Storage. Thank you very much for your attention to this matter. We all hope every resident enjoys to living in 
River District and look forward to greeting its beautiful tomorrow. Please help us to make River District a clean 
and safe neighborhood. The first step is to reduce the air pullution and improve our air quality. In addition, I 
would like to know when will the river area sports ground be built' It is designed for community entertainment 
purposes, not for private use by developers for parking and building material storage purposes.

Phyllis Chan nknown No web 
attachments.

DUPLICATE

02/25/2021 15:44 Oppose

The area cannot withstand more residential. It will be at max with new proposals. If Covid has taught us 
anything it is that we need to have space to be apart if needed. The wildlife is already being pushed out. They 
too need land to live and thrive. This is jamming way too many other people into a finite piece of land. British 
Columbia is a vast province and so much space to build. Why impinge on land that has already seen so much 
change' Half of the people buying do not even live in our province.

stacey ando ictoria-Fraserview No web 
attachments.

02/26/2021 14:37 Oppose Totally disagree for the increased height will block our views. Recommend to cut down to 12-14 floors instead Dennis Mak illarney Appendix A

03/04/2021 13:53 Oppose

These comments are meant to be addressed at the March 11th meeting. The EFL/River District area is 
drastically in need of more public parking as transit is not keeping up with demand and public parking is 
extremely limited, especially in time allowed per visit. I don't see anything in the plans to address what has 
been a consistent complaint from the community. How will this be addressed specifically as EFL is further 
developed' Why is it not possible to include a plot of spaces, spread out over the area, that are longer term 
paid public parking options' Many spaces currently listed for "customer use" are often empty but patrolled and 
ticketed/towed if used beyond 2 hours. SO empty spots, whiel people circle and circle . Street parking is next 
to impossible to secure. The no stopping zones at the corner of Sawmill and River District Crossing are almost 
always occupied by short term parkers (blocking traffic in many, many cases) and there is very little (virtually 
none) enforcement of these areas. They're effectively short term "parking" spaces at the moment which is 
fundamentally wrong, but points towards the bigger problem. It's becoming impossible to have visitors for an 
afternoon or evening simply due to lack of parking and/or lack of transit options. Child care spaces are 
important, rental housing is important, but ignoring an obvious glaring issue, is also something that should be 
important. I see a LOT of extra housing in these extra floors being asked for... and nowhere is the current 
parking and transit issue addressed. These extra people will simply be adding to the existing problem at a 
faster rate and without a proper plan, this issue will start to affect livability and property value. I ask that 
enforcement of no stopping zones be immediately addressed. I ask that additional paid parking (beyond 2 
hours) be added to existing areas and to future areas. To that end, I do not support the existing plan as written 
due to the obvious shortcomings. Simply saying we need less reliance on vehicles is merely lip service when 
there is no other real options for the area. Not addressing these issues isn't smart city management... it's 
sticking your heads in the sand and ignoring what is a real problem and a danger to the future of the area. 
Thank you... Also, could you allow for a clear option for River District Residents to choose as a 
"neighbourhood" that I live in, when submitting comments... maybe River District or at least EFL'' Killarney is 
as close as I could find but this area is NOT Killarney.

Dale Cameron illarney No web 
attachments.
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03/07/2021 11:06 Oppose

The upgrades and remidial work being done by BC Housing at Champlain Place has not only put tenants lives 
at more risk during Covid but is limiting safe access to common areas for vulnerable elderly and disabled 
tenants. Lack of proper communication for tenants and complete failure by BC Housing to provide safe 
accomodations in common areas parking lots and amenities like laundry, mail etc...Noise, improper ventilation 
in units, and serious safety risks are ignored when complaints made about criminal behaviour thats been 
happening thats caused property damages to vehicles parked on property. Refusal by housing to observe 
tenants rights through RTB legislation with regard to proper notices and legal entries to private residences 
have been ongoing since 2017. Innaccessabilty for disabled persons and elderly. Noise and complete lack of 
signage with regard to fire safety .The list goes on and on.....Unsafe leafblowers blowing god knows what 
under doorways that were never properly fixed or sealed during 2017-2018 construction. Bullying, targetting 
and harassment of any tenant that makes complaints by staff. Workers not properly tested for covid not 
wearing masks in areas were poor ventilation exists. All and all this project has caused further stress and 
anxiety for vulnerable tenants during the pandemic and although some remidial work was needed the attitude 
of BC Housing toward tenants has been high handed, insensitive and may pose further risks to exposure of 
Covid 19.

Tracy Renfrew-Collingwood Appendix B
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APPENDIX A
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Current View to Area 3, River District
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Current view from my house to Area 2, in River District
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This Single buildinghigher than othersin Area 2, in River District
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